Substituting ax for x in this we obtain acEZ. Since the center of a simple ring is a field, if C9£0, then c~lEZ and thus a = ac-c_1EZ which is a contradiction. This forces c = 0. That is, a(ax+xa) = (ax+xa)a, which implies that a2x = xa2 for all xG^4. Thus a2EZ. If aEUC\Z, of course, a2EZ. Hence for all aEU, a2EZ.
If aE U, x, yEA then a(xy+yx) + (xy+yx)aE U. In this relation, replace y by ax and remembering that a2EZ we obtain (ax + xa)2 E U for all x G A and so by the above discussion (ax + xa)4 G Z for all x E A.
From this point the proof follows the same pattern as in the paper of Herstein [2 ] with only minor changes.
We note that should Z = (0), then a2 = 0 and also (ax+xa)4 = 0 for all xG^4. This forces (ax)5 = 0 for all xEA; that is, aA is a nil- By extending the center we may, without loss of generality, assume that there exist an aEU, aEZ such that a2 = 1 and (ax+xa)iEZ for allxEA. (cf. Herstein [2] .) Since (o + l)2 = 0and a+l¿¿0,A has zero divisors and so is not a division ring; being primitive it is a dense ring of linear transformations acting on a vector space V over a division ring D.
Almost as in Herstein [2 ] , it follows that V is exactly 2 dimensional over D and that A is exactly the totality of all 2 X2 matrices over D. All that remains to show is that D=Z, or in other words, that D is commutative.
We know that there exists a in A, a not in Z, such that a2 is the identity matrix and In [4] . In this, replace x by ax and we get that a&£ U. Thus, by our previous discussion since a, 6 £ U, a EZ, and ab EU then 6£Z. Thus b = a(ax-xa) -(ax-xa)a is in Z for all x£.4. Replace in this x by ax and we see that a6£Z. Now, since 6£Z if 6^0 then since Z is a field, 6-1£Z thus giving aEZ for all aEU which is the desired result. Thus, 6 = 0; that is, 0 = o(ax-xa) -(ax-xa)a for all x£.4. If [U, U] =0 then the lemma follows from the results of Herstein [4] ; thus we assume that there exist an aE U, uE U such that au-way^O. In the above relation, a(ax-xa) -(ax-xa)a = 0 replace x by «x. We then obtain a(aux -uxa) = (aux -uxa)a.
That is: a{(au -ua)x+u(ax-xa)} = {(au-ua)x+u(ax-xa)}a.
Since a commutes with ax-xa and au-uaEZ this relation yields 2(au-ua)(ax-xa) =0. Since 2(au-ua)9£0 by assumption and being in Z we must have ax-xa = 0 for all x, which is impossible since it fails to be true for x = u. Let A be an algebra over a field F, then a subspace U of A is said to be invariant if U is carried into itself by all inner automorphisms of A. Hattori reported that Iwahori Proof. By the Wedderburn Theorem, A -Dn, D a division algebra. Since A is not a division algebra, « must be greater than or equal to 2. Let F be an invariant subspace of A and let u EA be such that u2 = 0.
Thus (l+u)(l-u) = l. Hence, if tET then (l+u)t(l-u)ET since T is invariant. That is, t+ut-tu-utuET, which, since tET means
If m EA is such that u2 = 0 and if a 9e 0 E F, center of A, then (au)2 = 0 and so since (I) holds for au, we have (au)t -t(au) -(au)t(au)ET. However, since a^OEF and since F is a subspace, this gives (ID ut -tu -aulu E T. [4], we have AEF, which is a contradiction. Thus, the lemma is proved.
We are also able to prove Hattori's theorem [l] about invariant subalgebras.
Theorem 3. Let A be a central simple, finite dimensional algebra over a field F. If T is a subalgebra invariant under every inner automorphism of A, then either T=A or TEF, except in the case in which A is a total matrix ring of degree 2 over G.F. (2).
Proof. If A is a division algebra, then T is a division subalgebra and so the theorem follows from the Cartan-Hua-Brauer Theorem. If A is not a division algebra then by Theorem 2 either TZ) [ The counter example in the case where A is a total matrix ring of degree 2 over G.F. (2) is given in Hattori [l] .
Added in revision. In a forthcoming paper S. A. Amitsur, independently, obtains these results.
